As part of Ethicon Endo-Surgery’s (EES) efforts to help resolve the obesity epidemic, the company has made a multi-year, multi-million dollar commitment to support basic and applied research into obesity and other metabolic diseases through its Metabolic Applied Research Strategy (MARS).

MARS represents a comprehensive approach to developing an understanding of the mechanisms that drive the significant improvements in health associated with bariatric and metabolic surgery. Primarily leveraging preclinical models of these surgeries, the approach of MARS is to systematically deconstruct these procedures to understand how they work. This improved understanding provides insights into predictors of procedure outcomes and allows for the rapid and efficient testing of new treatment concepts in the preclinical setting. Successful therapies and predictors of success are then validated through clinical trials as we seek to improve existing therapies, as well as invent new therapies for patients suffering from obesity and metabolic diseases.
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